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Levels-of-processing effects
in subject-performed tasks

HUBERT D. ZIMMER and JOHANNES ENGELKAMP
Saarland University, Saarbriicken, Germany

In memory for subject-performed tasks (SPTs), subjects encode a list of simple action phrases (e.g.,
thumb through a book, knock at the door) by performing these actions during learning. In three ex
periments, we investigated the size of the levels-of-processing effects in SPTsas compared with those
in standard verbal learning tasks (VTs). Subjects under SPT and VTconditions learned lists of action
phrases in a surface or a conceptual orienting task. Under both encoding conditions, the subjects re
called fewer items with surface orienting tasks than with conceptual orienting tasks, but the levels-of
processing effects were strongly reduced in the SPT condition. In the SPT condition, items that were
encoded in a surface orienting task were still substantially recalled. The items were recalled almost as
well as the conceptually encoded items in the VT condition. The distinct reduction of the levels-of
processing effect is caused by the fact that, in SPT encoding even with a verbal surface orienting task,
subjects process conceptual information in order to perform the denoted action. We attribute the small
conceptual advantage, which remains with SPT despite the conceptual processing for performing, to
the fact that items are not as well integrated into memory as they are when conceptual processing is
focused on the action component, rather than on the semantic contexts. This lower integration reduces
the accessibility of items in the verbal surface task, even with SPT encoding.

In subject-performed tasks (SPTs), subjects are given
verbal commands requiring them to symbolically per
form a series of mini tasks-for example, cut the bread,
tear the paper, paint the table,fill up the bottle. Subjects
perform these actions either with real objects or with
imaginary objects and, with that, attempt to memorize
the actions. This is later followed by free recall or recog
nition of the verbal commands. In all of these studies, it
was consistently observed that memory in SPTs was bet
ter than that under other study conditions, particularly
those involving verbal tasks (VTs) in which subjects only
listened to action phrases (for reviews, see Cohen, 1989;
Engelkamp, 1998; Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994; Nilsson
& Backman, 1989). More important, it is hardly possible
to improve memory for SPT. All efforts to improve SPT
recall by giving instructions to elaborate upon the action
concept were unsuccessful (Cohen, 1983; Engelkamp,
Mohr, & Zimmer, 1991; Helstrup, 1987; Lichty, Bressie,
& Krell, 1988; Nilsson & Cohen, 1988; Nilsson, Nyberg,
Kormi-Nouri, & Ronnlund, 1994). This null effect ofcon
ceptual elaboration contrasts sharply with the remarkable
conceptual elaboration effects consistently found with VTs
(e.g., Johnson-Laird, Gibbs, & De Mowbray, 1978).
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In VTs, memory is better after conceptual encoding than
after verbal encoding (see, e.g., Craik & Lockhart, 1972;
Craik & Tulving, 1975; Jacoby & Craik, 1979). These
studies are known as levels-of-processing studies. This re
sult was so often replicated that the levels-of-processing
effect is considered an empirical law of memory (Lock
hart & Craik, 1990). This effect is the topic of this paper,
because levels-of-processing effects have seldom been
investigated in SPTs, and when they have been, the re
sults have not been consistent. We decided, therefore, to
compare the size of levels-of-processing effects in SPTs
with that in VTs.

The null effect of conceptual elaboration in SPTs was
essentially explained by claiming that encoding by en
actment is already optimal (e.g., Cohen, 1989). Leaving
aside whether it is optimal or not, there are, at least, good
arguments that it is always conceptual. We have postu
lated elsewhere that conceptual processing is always in
volved if a modality shift has to be done from nonverbal
to verbal modality and vice versa (Engelkamp, 1991; En
gelkamp & Zimmer, 1994, p. 34). In terms ofactions, this
means that, in order to perform an action upon verbal
command, subjects have to understand the actions they are
required to perform. A similar claim was formulated for
pictures by Nelson (1979).

This assumption has an important implication for a
shallow, nonconceptual orienting task with an SPT. Both
tasks, the verbal surface and the performing tasks, con
tribute to memory in SPTs, and they make available dif
ferent sets of information. The surface information of the
verbal phrase is processed in order to solve the noncon
ceptual orienting task, and in addition to this, the mean-
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ing is processed in order to perform the action. A non
conceptual orienting task, therefore, does not prevent the
action concept from being encoded in an SPT. In a non
conceptual task (e.g., in a letter search task), an item is
encoded as a linguistic event, and this linguistic encod
ing replaces the conceptual encoding of the meaning of
the word. As a consequence, in a surface condition, the
memory trace in a VT does not include, or only minimally
includes, conceptual information. Therefore, in a VT,
memory under the surface condition is worse than that
under the conceptual condition. This is different in an SPT.
In an SPT, conceptual information is always activated,
and one should therefore not expect the decline in mem
ory that one finds with surface encoding, as compared
with conceptual encoding.

However, a further aspect must be taken into account.
Conceptual encoding usually makes available relational
and item-specific information. To obtain a good perfor
mance in free recall, it is necessary that subjects be pro
vided with relational information that supports retrieval
and with item-specific information that helps to recover
the item (see, e.g., Hunt & Einstein, 1981; McDaniel, Ein
stein, Dunay, & Cobb, 1986). We assume that less rela
tional information is available in the verbal surface task
than in the conceptual task (cf., also, Koriat & Melkman,
1987) and that this difference essentially contributes to
the low recall level after verbal surface processing. For
the size of the levels-of-processing effects in SPT, it is
important that the smaller amount ofrelational informa
tion under surface encoding tasks, as compared with con
ceptual tasks, partly remains ifthe actions are performed.
A focus on action-relevant meaning, when dealing with
the to-be-performed action, provides subjects with item
specific conceptual information, but it does not generate
retrieval structures as effectively as evaluating semantic
information-for example, assessing the appropriate
ness of a given context. Therefore, we expect that a sur
face orienting task lowers recall less with SPTs than with
VTs, because conceptual item-specific information is
processed ifthe actions are to be performed. However, an
advantage for the conceptual orienting task remains even
in SPT, because verbal surface tasks make good retrieval
structures less available than does a semantic task.

Although repeated efforts have been made to improve
memory in SPTs, as was mentioned, it has seldom been
tested whether memory in SPTs is impaired by a surface
orienting task. To the best ofour knowledge, there are only
two studies in which the levels-of-processing effects of
VTs and SPTs were tested and compared. In a third study
(Cohen, 1981), levels-of-processing effects were also in
vestigated, but in this case, the surface processing focused
on the physical features of the actions, and not on the
verbal surface. This study, therefore, is not relevant here.
In the first study, by Nilsson and Craik (1990), a con
ceptual task (indicate the frequency with which the mini
task is likely to occur in a specified setting) was contrasted
with a nonconceptual VT that referred to the surface
structure of the action phrases (count the number oftimes

a specified letter occurs in the command and count the
number ofsyllables in the command). They observed the
well-known levels-of-processing effect in the VT, but only
a "substantially reduced" processing effect for the SPT.
Thus, their findings speak in favor of a significantly re
duced or no levels-of-processing effect. This result, how
ever, contradicts a finding from Zimmer (1992), who ob
served a clear-cut levels-of-processing effect in both
encoding conditions that was, moreover, additive to the
SPT effect. Because of these conflicting results, it was
the aim of the present research to investigate this rela
tionship more systematically. In the theoretical consid
erations formulated above, we expected an interaction
between type ofencoding (SPT/ VT) and level ofprocess
ing (conceptual/surface). In free recall, there should be
a strong levels-of-processing effect in VTs and a smaller
but, nevertheless, significant levels-of-processing effect in
SPTs. Moreover, in SPTs, subjects should show a substan
tial recall performance, even with a surface orienting task.

In addition, we expected that, in conceptual orienting
tasks, the level of recall in VTs might be almost as high
as that for recall in SPTs. Weknow that recall in VTs ben
efits from conceptual elaboration instructions, and we
know that SPT does not benefit from additional concep
tual encoding instructions. Therefore, the SPT effect might
disappear with conceptual orienting tasks.

According to our theoretical considerations, we ex
pected still another finding. We know that, with concep
tual orienting tasks, items that are paired with a matching
assertion (which have to be answered positively) are re
tained better than items that are paired with nonmatching
assertions (see, e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975). This con
gruity effect is explained by assuming that matching asser
tions lead to an integration of the item into preexperi
mental memory (Hanley & Morris, 1987). This does not
happen to items with nonmatched pairings. Because of
this integration, the accessibility of matched items is en
hanced, and as a consequence, more matched items
should be recalled than nonmatched items. We expected
that performing should reduce this disadvantage of non
matched assertions, because performing itself con
tributes to memory and this contribution is independent
of the congruity of the assertion. We therefore expected
an interaction between the congruity and the type of en
coding with a conceptual orienting task. With surface en
coding tasks, the variation of congruity plays a minor
role. In nonconceptual tasks, the accessibility of items is
generally low,because the preexisting surface knowledge
is poor and, therefore, the integration is always low.Craik
and Tulving (1975), for instance, did not observe an effect
of congruity with surface encoding. We expected the
same result in our experiments. The congruity effect
should, therefore, be restricted to a conceptual orienting
task, and it should be reduced in the SPT condition.

To test these hypotheses, we ran the following exper
iments. The basic factors were always the same: type of
encoding (SPT and VT), orienting task (verbal surface
and conceptual tasks), and congruity (matching and non-



matching assertions). Therefore, we will begin with the
common part ofthe procedure and then present the indi
vidual experiments.

GENERAL METHOD

We always utilized one conceptual and one nonconceptual ori
enting task, except for Experiment 2, in which two nonconceptual
orienting tasks were used. For each item, the subjects first read the
orienting task, which was an assertion about a conceptual or verbal
surface feature of the following item, and then the item was pre
sented for which the assertion had to be verified. In the VT condi
tion, the orienting tasks were given without any additional instruc
tions. In the SPT condition, the subjects were provided with the
additional instruction to perform each action. The orienting tasks
were completely crossed with the encoding condition. An unexpected
free-recall test was given after presentation of the items. In some of
the experiments, the subjects had multiple learning-testing se
quences. In this case, we informed them in advance about the free
recall test that would follow. In those experiments, however, we asked
our subjects only to perform the orienting tasks, because we were
interested in the influence of this type of processing on memory.

Material
We used action phrases as learning material. Each phrase denoted

a manipulation ofan object. All the phrases were simple verb-object
phrases in German-for example, die Karten mischen (shuffle the
playing cards), die Flasche aufschrauben (unscrew the lid of the
bottle), die Briefmarke aujkleben (apply on the postage-stamp). A
larger set ofexamples for SPTs has been provided by Cohen (1981)
and by Zimmer and Engelkamp (1985).

To manipulate the levels of processing, different types of asser
tions were constructed for each phrase and were used in the orient
ing tasks. As verbal surface tasks, we used either a letter-triplet
matching task or a letter-counting task. For conceptual orienting
tasks, the subjects had to assess the adequacy ofa given context. With
all types of orienting tasks, a different question was used for each
phrase, and therefore, the distinction provided by the number of
possible categories was comparable for the three orienting tasks (cf.
Intraub & Nicklos, 1985).

For the triplet task, a triplet of letters from each phrase was se
lected. This triplet was taken from the noun or the verb ofthe phrase
an equal number of times, and over items, the triplet was taken as
frequently from the initial, middle, or end positions of the words.
The subjects had to assess whether the triplet was a part of the
phrase (e.g., efm for die Briefmarke aujkleben). In the letter-count
ing task, the subjects had to decide whether a letter occurred at a
prespecified frequency in the phrase (e.g., the letter e five times).
To set up the conceptual task, a possible context for each action was
searched for. Examples ofthese contexts for the phrases given above
were in the pub, on a picnic, and in the post office, respectively.

From this material, different study lists were constructed. In each
list, an equal amount of the material was assigned to each ofthe ori
enting tasks. With three orienting tasks, for example, one third of
the items were assigned to the letter, one third to the triplet, and one
third to the conceptual task. Half of the items were matching and
were combined with correct assertions (the correct answer would be
yes), whereas the other half of the items were recombined with the
assertions in order to construct nonmatching pairs (the correct an
swer would be no). Across subjects, the assignment of items to con
ditions (orienting tasks) and congruity (matching or nonmatching)
was counterbalanced.

Procedure
The subjects were told that we were interested in the time a per

son needs to verify assertions about different aspects of stimuli. For
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this purpose, we presented them with a series of phrases denoting
actions, and we asked a question about each phrase. The question con
cerned, for example, the phrase itselfor a possible context ofthe de
noted action. For each type, examples were given to items not used
in the study lists. The subjects were required to assess the correctness
of the assertion by pushing one of two buttons ofthe computer key
board (right shift key for yes, left shift key for no).

Questions and action phrases were presented on a computer
screen by the Experimental Run Time System (ERTS, Berisoft).
The presentation conditions in a trial were as follows. Each trial was
introduced by a warning signal (a beep), and the to-be-verified as
sertion followed 500 msec later. The question was presented for
3 sec in the middle ofthe screen, and after an interstimulus interval
of 1,000 msec, it was followed by the target phrase. The target phrase
was seen for a maximum time of6 sec, and it disappeared when the
subject answered. One sec later, the next trial started. The subjects
practiced the procedure with a short practice list. The item presen
tation was self-paced, to avoid a surplus of processing of the item
during the presentation time remaining after the answer to the ori
enting task had already been given. From other studies in our lab,
we know that it takes approximately the same length of time to an
swer the surface tasks as to answer the conceptual tasks. Furthermore,
in this study there was no correlation between time of decision and
memory performance, so we were able to ignore this aspect.

The subjects in the enacting group were told that we wanted to
find out how enacting influences performance. They were instructed
to pretend to perform the actions with fictitious objects as clearly
as possible-that is, no real objects were handed to them.

When they were finished, the subjects were given instructions
for free recall. In the incidental learning conditions, none ofthe sub
jects said, when asked at the end ofthe experiment, that they had ex
pected a memory test while working on the orienting tasks. In free
recall tests, the subjects were to write down all remembered items.
In Experiments 2 and 3, in which the subjects studied multiple short
lists, with a free-recall test after each list (the procedure used by
Nilsson and Craik, 1990), the subjects were informed about the free
recall test in advance. As the data will show, knowledge of the fol
lowing free recall test did not influence the results.

EXPERIMENT 1

InExperiment 1, we required our subjects to work on
a 6O-item study list in an incidental procedure. Half of
the subjects had VT and half SPT instructions. We used
two orienting tasks. The first task oriented the subjects to
the verbal surface of the phrases (the letter-triplet task),
and the second task oriented the subjects to the meaning
ofthe phrases. Inthe latter case, the subjects had to assess
whether a given context was adequate for the action.

Method
Forty Saarland University students from departments other than

psychology participated as volunteers in the experiment. They were
paid for their participation.

The experiment was a three-factorial design, with the factors en
coding condition (VT/SPT), orienting task (conceptual/verbal sur
face), and congruity (matchinglnonmatching). Encoding was varied
between subjects; the other two factors were varied within subjects.

Results and Discussion
The proportion ofcorrectly recalled items is shown in

Table 1. A 2 X 2 X 2 analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) was
carried out with the factors encoding condition, orient
ing task, and congruity, respectively. All the effects re-
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Note-Matching refers to trials with correct assertions; nonmatching
refers to trials with wrong assertions.

Table 1
Mea" Proportion Recalled (M) and Standard Errors (SE),

Dependent on Encoding Condition, Congruity,
and Orienting Task in Experiment 1 (60 Items)

ported as significant in this article had p values of less
than .05.

We first looked at the influence of the encoding con
ditions and the orienting tasks. The subjects in the SPT
condition (.29) reported more items than those in the VT
condition [.15; F(I,38) = 26.90, MSe = 0.07]. Further
more, recall performances for items processed under sur
face orienting tasks (.13) were lower than for those pro
cessed conceptually [.31; F(I,38) = 57.27, MSe = 0.02].
However, the interaction between encoding condition
and orienting task was not quite significant [F( I ,38) =
3.04, MSe = 0.02, p = .08]. With both encoding condi
tions, we observed levels-of-processing effects, as post
hoc tests revealed, and the effect was higher for the VT
(.22) than for the SPT condition (.14), but this deviation
was not significant. Furthermore, with a surface orient
ing task, a strong SPT advantage was found, which was
much smaller with a conceptual orienting task, and within
this orienting task the encoding effect was no longer sig
nificant for matching pairs.

Congruity also influenced the memory performances.
Items that were paired with correct assertions were re
ported more often (.27) than those paired with wrong as
sertions [.18; F(I,38) = 29.99,MSe = 0.01]. In addition,
this effect was modulated by the type of orienting task.
The interaction between orienting task and congruity
wasalsosignificant[F(I,38) = 9.45,MSe = 0.01]. In the
triplet task, memory performances for matching (.16)
and nonmatching trials (.11) did not significantly differ
from each other, whereas in the conceptual condition,
matching trials (.37) were recalled better than nonmatch
ing trials (.24).

The triple interaction was not significant, but because
we only predicted a two-fold interaction between type of
encoding and congruity with a conceptual orienting task,
we analyzed the data separately for this condition. Ifwe
analyzed only the conceptual condition, the interaction
between type ofencoding and congruity was significant
[F(I,38) = 4.87, MSe = 0.01]. Whereas the difference
between matching and nonmatching trials was .17 in the
VT condition, it was only .08 in the SPT condition. In
contrast, with a surface orienting task, no significant dif-

Encoding condition

Verbal task

Subject-performed task

Congruity

Matching
Nonmatching
Mean
Matching
Nonmatching
Mean

Orienting Task

Concept Triplet

M SE M SE

.35 .036 .07 .015

.18 .025 .02 .009

.25 .05

.40 .024 .25 .028

.32 .028 .19 .037

.33 .21

ferences were observed that were dependent on con
gruity (F < I).

As was predicted, in the enactment condition, free
recall performance suffered when processing was directed
to the verbal surface during encoding, but recall was still
high in SPTs with such a surface encoding task. This ef
fect was expected because in SPTs, even in the surface
conditions, subjects should process the meaning of the
items in order to perform the actions. As was expected,
recall in VTs was nearly as good as recall in SPTs with a
conceptual orienting task. Nevertheless, in SPTs, a con
ceptual encoding condition was also better than the sur
face encoding condition. However, contrary to our ex
pectations, although the levels-of-processing effect-the
influence ofthe orienting task-was numerically smaller
in the SPT encoding condition than in the VT encoding
condition, this difference was not significant. A closer
look at Table I shows that this finding might be due to the
very low recall performance in the triplet task with the
VT condition. It seems that the list was too difficult
when there was a nonconceptual instruction in the VT
condition.

When one compares the results of Experiment I with
the findings ofNilsson and Craik (1990) and ofZimmer
(1992), they are not fully consistent with either. Zimmer
observed clear effects of the orienting tasks in the SPT
and in the VT conditions, and these effects were of sim
ilar size in both encoding conditions. In contrast, Nilsson
and Craik observed an interaction between the kind of
processing and the type of encoding, and in their study,
the processing effect was nearly absent in the SPT con
dition. In Experiment 1,we got clear levels-of-processing
effects in both encoding conditions, as Zimmer had ob
served, but the effect was numerically smaller in the SPT
condition than in the VT condition, as Nilsson and Craik
had observed. A possible cause for these differences
might be list length. Whereas Zimmer used a long list, as
we have, Nilsson and Craik used short lists of 12 items.
Moreover, their subjects did not study one list, but sev
erallists, with a free-recall test after each list.

EXPERIMENT 2

The main goal of Experiment 2 was, therefore, to ex
plore whether the levels-of-processing effect is modu
lated by list length. The subjects in Experiment 2 studied
either one long list or three short lists, with a free-recall
test after each list. The long list was set at 72 items, and
the short ones were set at 12 items, as in Nilsson and Craik
(1990). By doing so, the same items were studied under
the same orienting tasks-s-in long lists, as in Experiment I,
and in short lists, as in the Nilsson and Craik experiment.
In addition, we used letter counting as a second surface
task. This task was used by Nilsson and Craik, and, in prin
ciple, it is possible that the different surface tasks show
different memory effects. As a conceptual orienting task,
we used again the context task, which was also used by
Nilsson and Craik.



Method
One hundred and twenty paid volunteers participated in Experi

ment 2 to enhance the power ofthe study. None of the subjects had
taken part in Experiment I . Three orienting tasks were used. A con
text-matching task was used for conceptual encoding, and letter
triplet and letter-counting tasks were used for verbal surface en
coding. List length and encoding condition were varied between
subjects; the orienting task was varied within subjects.

Results and Discussion
The proportion ofcorrect responses in free-recall tests

is reported in Table 2. A four-way ANOVA, with the fac
tors list length (2), encoding condition (2), congruity (2),
and levels-of-processing(3), was run. One subject, fromthe
verbal encoding condition with short lists, was excluded
from the analysis because her data were incomplete.

Once again, recall in the two verbal surface conditions
(letter, .23; triplet, .24) was worse than that in the concep
tual condition [.42; F(2,230) = 109.14, MSe = 0.04]. This
time, the level-of-processing effect interacted with the
type of encoding [F(2,230) = 24.27, MSe = 0.03]. Ori
enting subjects during encoding to the verbal surface im
paired recall under the VT condition (.27) more than
under the SPT condition (.11), which was still significant,
however.This is the interaction between type ofencoding
and levels ofprocessing that was expected. Overall, SPT
recall (.36) was better than VT recall [.22; F(l, 115) =

91.63, MSe = 0.04], and recall in the SPT condition was
remarkably good even with surface orienting tasks. As in
Experiment I with a conceptual orienting task, the SPT
effect was no longer observed (VT, .41; SPT, .43).

Furthermore, the subjects recalled more items from
matching trials than from nonmatching trials, and again,
this effect was mainly due to the conceptual orienting
task, as the two-way interaction between the congruity and
the type of orienting task showed [F(2,230) = 10.68,
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MSe = 0.02]. The difference between matching and non
matching trials was 0 for the letter-counting, .07 for the
triplet, and .12 for the conceptual tasks. In this experiment,
the triple interaction between the encoding condition,
levels of processing, and congruity was also significant
[F(2,230) = 5.55, MSe = 0.02]. With surface orienting
tasks, the congruity effects did not significantly interact
with the type ofencoding, whereas in the conceptual en
coding condition, the congruity effect was smaller in the
SPT condition (.08) than in the VT condition [.17;
F(l, 115) = 4.55, MSe = 0.02].

The fourth factor in this experiment was list length.
Ofcourse, short lists (.42) were better recalled than long
lists [.17; F(l, 115) = 293.42, MSe = 0.04]. In addition,
type of encoding and type of orienting task interacted
with list length [F(2,230) = 4.17, MSe = 0.03]. As was
expected, the levels-of-processing effect was influenced
by list length. In separate analyses for the two encoding
conditions, list length and orienting task interacted in the
VT condition, but not in the SPT condition. As compared
with the conceptual condition, in the VT condition, a ver
bal surface encoding reduced recall by .34 in short lists
and by .22 in long lists, whereas in the SPT condition, the
reduction was .10 for both lists. Thus, the expected inter
action between type of encoding and level of processing
could be more clearly observed with short than with long
lists. This is due to the fact that the maximal and minimal
recall performances limit the maximally possible levels
of-processing effect, and this range is higher for short
than for long lists.

The findings of Experiment 2 clearly show the expected
interaction between type of encoding and levels of pro
cessing. Although a clear levels-of-processing effect can
be observed in the VT and SPT conditions, the effect is
reduced in the SPT condition. Whereas type of surface

Table 2
Mean Proportion Recalled (M) and Standard Errors (SE),

Dependent on Encoding Condition, Congruity,
Orienting Task, and List Length in Experiment 2 (72/12 Items)

Orienting task

Concept Triplet Letter

Encoding condition Congruity M SE M SE M SE

Short Lists

Verbal task Matching .64 .035 .31 .046 .21 .039
Nonmatching .45 .035 .09 .037 .23 .037
Mean .55 .20 .22

Subject-performed task Matching .62 .042 .52 .044 .48 .040
Nonmatching .53 .038 .46 .038 .46 .037
Mean .58 .49 .47

Long Lists

Verbal tasks Matching .34 .029 .08 .016 .02 .005
Nonmatching .19 .024 .05 .015 .04 .011
Mean .26 .07 .03

Subject-performed tasks Matching .32 .026 .16 .015 .19 .011
Nonmatching .24 .020 .20 .027 .16 .022
Mean .28 .18 .18

Note-Matching refers to trials with correct assertions; nonmatching refers to trials
with wrong assertions.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Note-Matching refers to trials with correct assertions; nonmatching
refers to trials with wrong assertions.

Table 3
Mean Proportion Recalled (M) and Standard Errors (SE),

Dependent on Encoding Condition, Congruity,
and Orienting Task in Experiment 3 (12 Items,

Orienting Tasks Blocked Within Lists)

Orienting Task

Concept Triplet

Congruity M SE M SEEncodingCondition

Verbal task Matching .50 .035 .30 .038
Nonmatching .39 .030 .25 .025
Mean .45 .27

Subject-performedtask Matching .52 .035 .44 .028
Nonmatching .43 .033 .36 .035
Mean .48 .40

time, encoding condition and orienting task again inter
acted [F(1,30) = 8.54, MSe = 0.01]. However, although
the levels-of-processing effect was smaller in the SPT
condition (.08) than in the VI condition (.18), the sim
ple main effects for the kind of processing were signifi
cant in both encoding conditions. Again, under concep
tual encoding, no differences between the encoding
conditions were observed, but clear differences were
obtained in the surface conditions. Furthermore, match
ing trials were recalled better than nonmatching trials
[F(1,30) = 21.91, MSe = 0.01], which effect was more
pronounced with the conceptual orienting task (.11) than
with the triplet task (.06).

In this experiment, in which we used the same encod
ing conditions as did Nilsson and Craik (1990), the re
sults we obtained were comparable with theirs. In their
experiment, the levels-of-processing effect was .22 in the
VT condition and .07 in the SPT condition (for young
adults); we observed, in this experiment, effects of.18 and
.08. However, the levels-of-processing effect was clearly
significant in the SPT condition as well, although we pre
sented homogenous lists. Contrary to our expectations,
the recall performances in Experiments 2 and 3 were very
similar, which indicates that output interference does not
strongly contribute to the levels-of-processing effects in
these experiments.

This series ofexperiments established a number ofre
liable results. First, in all the experiments, free recall in
SPTs showed levels-of-processing effects, and these pro
cessing effects were smaller after SPT encoding than
after VT encoding, although they were always significant.
Second, with SPT encoding, a substantial recall was ob
served even with surface encoding, and this was also the
case for long lists, under which condition the subjects in
the VT group recalled nearly nothing. As a consequence,
there was a huge SPT effect with shallow orienting tasks,
but this effect was strongly reduced with a conceptual
orienting task. Third, congruity influenced free recall

Method
Thirty-two paid students participated in this experiment. These

subjects had not participated in one of the other experiments. Half
of the subjects studied under VT conditions, and halfunder SPT in
structions. The levels ofprocessing were varied within subjects, but
between lists. Because the type of surface task did not have any ef
fect in Experiment 2, we utilized only one conceptual and one sur
face task: the conceptual and the triplet tasks, respectively. Each sub
ject learned eight lists of 12 items. Four lists were studied under
surface tasks, and four under conceptual orienting tasks, with a
free-recall test after each list presentation. The sequence of condi
tions was balanced.

Results and Discussion
In Table 3, the proportion of correctly recalled items

is reported. We calculated a three-factorial ANOVA,
with the factors encoding condition (2), orienting task
(2), and congruity (2).

In this experiment, we observed again a clear effect of
the type oforienting task. With conceptual encoding, the
subjects recalled more items (.46) than with a surface
orienting task [.34; F(1,30) = 56.58, MSe = 0.01]. This

Despite the consistencies of the reported experimen
tal results, there is still the disagreement that, unlike
Nilsson and Craik (1990), we observed a clear-cut levels
of-processing effect also in the SPT condition for short
lists. A closer look at Nilsson and Craik's study shows
that they varied the orienting tasks between lists; we var
ied them within lists. If output interference had an effect
on recall, items that were more easily retrieved-that is,
those that were conceptually encoded-might have been
recalled at the expense of weaker items-that is, those
that were encoded with a surface orienting task. As a
consequence, output interference would impair recall of
surface items more than that of conceptually encoded
items. This might be an additional factor that enhanced
the levels-of-processing effect, and this effect is even
stronger if the recall level is high, as in the SPT condition.
In other words, if we could reduce this tradeoff, the size
of the levels-of-processing effect would be further re
duced, and in the SPT condition, this further reduction
might then let levels-of-processing effects completely
disappear. We tested this in Experiment 3, in which the
whole list was processed under homogenous encoding
conditions. All the items on a list were encoded under a
conceptual or a surface task.

EXPERIMENT 3

orienting did not change the outcome, list length influ
enced the size of the levels-of-processing effect in the
VT condition. We will discuss this finding in more de
tail in the General Discussion section.

The interaction between type of encoding and con
gruity with a conceptual orienting task could be repli
cated. In the conceptual encoding condition, the con
gruity effect was smaller in the SPT condition than in the
VT condition.
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Table 4
Mean Proportion Recalled and Effect Size,

Dependent on Encoding Condition, Orienting Task, and Experiment

Experiment

Zi. I 2 2 3 N&C,Y N&C,E
--- --- --- ---

Encoding Condition Orienting Task (n = 48) (n = 60) (n = 72) (n = 12) (n = 12) (n = 12) (n = 12)

Verbal Conceptual task .16 .26 .27 .55 .45 .57 .27
Verbal surface task .02 .04 .05 .21 .27 .39 .13
Conceptual advantage .14 .22 .22 .34 .18 .18 .14
Effect size (ro2) .19 .33 .34 .33 .15

Subject-performed Conceptual task .26 .36 .28 .58 .48 .61 .31
Verbal surface task .16 .22 .18 .48 .40 .54 .29
Conceptual advantage .10 .14 .10 .10 .08 .07 .02
Effect size (ro2) .03 .11 .10 .04 .05

Note-n = number of items in the study list. Zi., data from Zimmer (1992); I to 3, Experiments I to 3 of this report; N&C,
estimated data from Figure 3 of Nilsson & Craik (1990); Y, young adults; E, elderly adults; -, data not available.

consistently only with conceptual encoding. With the
conceptual task, items from matching trials were re
called better than those from nonmatching trials. This
congruity effect was more pronounced in the VT condition
than in the SPT condition. Finally,the levels-of-processing
effect and its interaction with the type ofencoding were
modulated by list length.

Levels-of-processing effects are usually explained by
the assumption that, with a conceptual orienting task (e.g.,
asking for the context ofan action), subjects have to make
available the meaning ofthe item and have to retrieve ad
ditional information from long-term memory. On the
one hand, this leads to a distinct representation of the
item, and on the other hand, it integrates the item into
preexisting knowledge. In this way, the context task pro
vides subjects with information suitable for later re
trieval, which enables high recall performances. This ef
fect is higher for congruent tasks than for incongruent
ones, because congruent items are better integrated than
incongruent ones. In contrast, questions about verbal sur
face information induce linguistic information. This in
formation does not facilitate item recovery at the time of
testing, and because surface information does not inte
grate items efficiently into memory, congruity is not very
important. As a consequence, recall under the verbal sur
face condition is usually low.

In VTs, the information provided by the orienting task
is the only information present, and surface encoding
therefore leads to memory performance that is much
lower than that after conceptual encoding. This is differ
ent in SPTs. In SPTs, conceptual encoding takes place
even with surface orienting tasks, because the actions are
to be performed. Therefore, the SPT recall is still substan
tial even after a surface orienting task. However, con
ceptual processing is restricted to the action-relevant in
formation, and this connects an item less to memory than
does, for example, a context task. As a consequence, re
call is still worse with a verbal surface task than with a
conceptual task even in an SPT, because less integrated
items are not as available as highly integrated items.

Before closing, we will return to the size of the levels
of-processing effect in more detail. Table 4 gives an over-

view ofthe levels-of-processing effects that were observed
in free-recall tests in the three present experiments and in
the relevant experiments reported in the literature.

As one can see, in all the experiments, except for the
elderly group of the Nilsson and Craik (1990) study, re
liable levels-of-processing effects were observed under
SPT encoding conditions. However, the processing effect
was much smaller with SPTs than with VTs. This con
clusion is supported by the estimations ofthe effect size
of the levels-of-processing factor. We calculated omega
squared (Dodd & Schultz, 1973) for SPT and VT free re
call in Experiments 1-3 separately for short and long
lists. The resulting data are also given in Table 4. The pic
ture is clear-cut. The processing effect is generally large
for VTs, and it is of small size for SPTs. In addition, the
advantage of a conceptual encoding varied over the ex
periments, and in VTs more than in SPTs. This variation
is probably caused by the boundaries of the free-recall
performances. The lowestpossible recall performance (the
zero level) is quickly reached in a VT if the length of the
list is increased. Similarly, the highest recall level is lim
ited-for example, by list length as well as by the effi
ciency of the conceptual task. These two factors limit the
levels-of-processing effect, and the size of the effect is,
therefore, variable even within identical encoding tasks,
as in VTs and in SPTs. Such accidental influences had
most likely caused the additivity oflevels-of-processing
effects and the type of encoding effects that Zimmer
(1992) had observed. In general, levels-of-processing ef
fects also occur in SPTs, as he had concluded, but they
are substantially smaller than those in VTs.
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